
Guided Reading Lesson Plan (Levels M-Z) 
 

Title: Thundercake             Level  M            ISBN: 978-069811581-1             Publisher: Penguin Young Readers 

 

Before Reading: (5-7 min.).         

*Summarize plot (M)     *Discuss pictures (M) 

*Unfamiliar book language/character names (S)   *Draw upon students’ experiences (M) 

 

Look at the cover, read the title. Invite students to share what they think the story might be about.  Ask them 

what they know about storms, thunder and lightning.  What could it have to do with cake? 

How do you feel about storms?  Do you enjoy them?  Are you afraid of them? Why or why not? 

Read the introduction to the students before they read the story independently. 

Have students read independently to learn how the author, with the help of her grandmother, overcame her 

fear of thunderstorms. 

 

 

 *New or important words (V)   p. 1 horizon, p. 7 ingredients, p. 18 luscious, p. 21 trellis 

 

              Unusual aspect of text layout (V).  Notice good alternate words for “said”. 

 

Suggested Teaching Point (Behaviors to Notice and Support) or focus on a Comprehension Strategy:  

    connections, questions, inferences, visualizing, summarizing, synthesizing, determining importance.  

 

Good readers think about (infer) what lesson the author may be trying to teach. 

 

 

During Reading: (10-15 min.)  

Students silently read the text, you may choose to listen to a few whisper read the text.  While students are 

silently reading, you can start another group or conference with students. 

 

After Reading:  (8-10 min.) 

 *Discuss the story 

  -clarify confusion, revisiting parts of the text that posed problems for readers 

  -acknowledge partially correct responses, seeking to understand students’ perspectives 

 *Connect discussion to the teaching point and/or a comprehension strategy (see above) 

 

Discuss the predictions the students may have made. 

Tell what the problem is in the story and how it is solved. 

What is the lesson the author is trying to teach? 

How does the character change throughout the story? 

 

 

 

Writing Connection (optional):  

 

Write about something you were/are afraid of, and how you overcame your fear. 

Tell about something you and your grandparents like to do together. 

Read other Patricia Polacco books with stories about relationships between grandchildren and 

grandparents. 


